
Conditioning - What to Expect & Best Practices

SPOTTING
 
 • Spotting is normal
  Remember, the beneficial minerals have been conditioned and left in your water.  These conditioned  
  minerals will be easier to wipe up than unconditioned minerals, however if water is left to evaporate  
  continuously on hard surfaces, scale will begin to form.  The solution is to not allow water to  
  evaporate on hard surfaces.
 
 • Glass shower doors
  Years of scale formations on glass doors can etch the surface of the glass and cause soap and  
  minerals to stick in those fissures.  Using RainX® or a similar product in addition to a squeegee on  
  shower doors can seal pores on the glass surface causing water to sheet.  This greatly reduces spots  
  and scale formation.  
 
 • Dishwasher
  In leaving the beneficial minerals in your water this may cause some occasional spotting on dishes   
  and glassware.  We recommend using Lemi-Shine© liquid rinse aid.  This is an all natural product  
  and will not leave any chemical residue behind. 
 
 • Toilets
  HALO Water is highly filtered to remove chemicals and disinfectants.  When exposed the open   
  atmosphere of a toilet bowl the water can grow mildew and bacterial.  This is especially true with  
  low flow toilets that do not fully flush away deposits and toilets that are unused for extended  
  periods of time.  Use a product such as CLR to remove deposits.  Flush ‘n Sparkle® is a    
  recommended to introduct chlorine to ONLY the toilet bowl without the chlorine effecting the toilet  
  gaskets, flapper or other components.

HARDNESS (TDS)
 
 • Total Dissolved Solids
  TDS is the measurement of all dissolved solids in your water, including but  
  not limited to minerals.  The conditioning process alters the scale forming  
  minerals so they are no longer aggressive or harmful, but hardness tests  
  cannot determine the difference between conditioned minerals and raw  
  minerals and are ineffective in determining the performance of the     
  HALO conditioning system.  The TDS may increase slightly during the     
  descaling process.  

 • Boiling or Vaporizing Water
  When boiling or vaporizing conditioned water and you may see white     
  deposits form on the bottom of the pan or appliance.  This is a normal     
  reaction between conditioned minerals and extreme heat.  If this causes  
  a problem for humidifier or vaporizer use distilled water or contact the     
  manufacturer for more information.

• Slippery Water
  The HALO Conditioning System uses no sodium or potassium.  This is   
  why you will not experience that slimy, slippery feeling on your skin and  
  hair.  The slippery feeling is caused by chemical additives.  Instead the   
  HALO Conditioning System provides you with bottled water quality water.
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